


as a Call was our Warning, 
as speech becomes our Thoughts.

as music becomes our Feelings.
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“What would be truly surprising would be to find that  
sound could not suggest colour, 

that colours could not evoke the idea of a melody, 
and that sound and colour were unsuitable for
the translation of ideas, seeing that things have
always found their expression through a system 
of reciprocal analogy.”

BAUDELAIRE, CHARLES, 
The Painter of Modern Life and Other Essays, 
transl. and ed. by Jonathan, Mayne (Lon-
don:Phaidon, 1964),p. 116.
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OBJECTIVE
Codification

just as music

**
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COHERENT
CONNECTION

Unlike alphabets
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CONSTRAINT 2



study
1st optical 

harpsicord 
pressing every key 

would open a shaft 
of coloured light

Colour
toMusic

Aristotle seven musical intervals  
 seven colours 
 seven planets 

(discovered then)

World

439b–442a 
Aristotle,  De sensu et sensibilibus,

Newton tonal intervals 
 spectrum (vibgyor)

1672

Louis-Bertrant Castel  
musical notes 

 colours

1725
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Colour
toMusic
India

Indian Classical Music

means ‘colour’ or ‘that which
    colours the mind’

    an elementary framework of five 
    or more notes/ swaras

     basis of a melody

Hindustani  &  Caranatic

रागraga
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and/or seasons 
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study

Colour
toMusic
India

are said to  
create a mood 
or induce Rasa Colours

associated with  
a time of the day  
and/or seasons 

shringar
hasya 
karuna 
raudra 
veera

bhayanaka
bibhatsa
adbhuta
shanta

Light Green
White
Grey
Red
Golden

Black 
Blue
Yellow
White



रागमाला
paintings
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A Cross-Cultural Investigation of the Perception of  
Emotion in Music: Psychophysical and Cultural Cues  
by Laura-Lee Balkwill & William Forde Thompson; 
Atkinson College, York Univarsity  
© 1999 by the regents of the University of California
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“...abstract art, what people would perhaps 
consider the most emotionally subjective 
form of art, is actually completely objective... 
the emotional objectivity of abstract art lies 
in the characteristics of the colors and their 
interactions with one another.”
Wassily Kandinsky

Art & New Media



WASSILY KANDINSKY



PAUL KLEE



UMBERTO BOCCIONI EDVARD MUNCH





mostly self

expression
visual art for 

aesthetic
pleasure  



Defining
colours

PRIMARY RESEARCH



Can Art really evoke an emotion?
Do these emotions vary from person to person?
OR are they similar for most people?

Survey

collected 50 complete responses and around 76 partial surveys where 16 surveys had data 
for 6 or more than 6 questions and thus were considered in the inferences. 

**

**

To know what kind of colour palette can express the chosen 
emotions and to substantiate the reason for using movement 
in colours as well as to understand which elements of art or 
visuals play a vital role in evoking emotions in the viewers I 
created a survey. 



12 Paintings (largely from the abstract expressionist movement) 

Mix of Single Paintings and Two Paintings put together 

Choice of Images –  Four chosen rasas or emotions 
   Karuna, Raudra, Hasya/Sringhar and Shant. 

Order to expose the survey-takers to a range of visual variables – colours,  strokes, 
                   painting technique,  content
Paintings were placed – less abstract to more abstract
most questions as subjective

Survey

collected 50 complete responses and around 76 partial surveys where 16 surveys had data 
for 6 or more than 6 questions and thus were considered in the inferences. 

**

**

To know what kind of colour palette can express the chosen 
emotions and to substantiate the reason for using movement 
in colours as well as to understand which elements of art or 
visuals play a vital role in evoking emotions in the viewers I 
created a survey. 



Source: http://deserthighlandspr.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/Visible-spectrum.jpg
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Wavelengths of light – psychological  
         physiological 
         behavioural

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, 

published his ‘Theory of Colours’ 

Colour Psychology and Colour Therapy:
Caveat Emptor; Zena O’Connor, © 2010 Wiley 
Periodicals, Inc.

Light – Human Circadian Rhythm 

(Goethe) suggest that there are 
positive and negative sides of 
colours where yellow, red-yellow 
(orange), yellow-red lie on the 
positive side triggering positive 
emotions like quick, lively or 
aspiring. He states that Yellow is 
the colour nearest to light while, 
blue has a slight darkness in it.

**



Paintings Used for Survey



Does the painting generate an emotion? If yes, what kind 
of emotion, please elaborate? 

Rate the intensity of your emotions  
(on a scale of extremely negative – Nothing – extremely 
positive; this had values of -3 to +3)

Which elements help generate this emotion? Please elab-
orate your choice of response. 

 – Chosen Colours

 – Painting Techniques 

 – Content or Characters in the painting

 – Movement of strokes  
    (soft and flowy/pointy and jagged) 

 – Nothing

Do the above two paintings generate an emotion? If yes, 
what kind of emotion, please elaborate? 

Rate the intensity of your emotions for both 
(on a scale of extremely negative – Nothing – extremely 
positive; this had values of -3 to +3)

Do you think the emotions are similar or dissimilar? 
Kindly state reasons for the same. 

Which elements help generate this emotion? Please 
elaborate your choice of response. 

 – Chosen Colours

 – Painting Techniques 

 – Content or Characters in the painting

 – Movement of strokes  
    (soft and flowy/pointy and jagged) 

 – Nothing

Questions



Results



Negative Emotions
Does the painting generate an emotion? If yes, what kind of emotion, please elaborate? 



Negative Emotions
Which elements help generate this emotion? Please elaborate your choice of response.

Broken, Rash, Rough, Chaotic, 
Boorish, Hurried, Disturbance, 
Random, Ragged, Bold, Thick

Dark, high contrast, rotten, 
murky, greys, blues, depressing 
tones, Dull, BLACK,  Cold

COLOURS

STROKES



Colour Pallete of 21 colours for 
‘Raudra’ 



Colour Pallete of 21 colours for 
‘Karuna’ 



POSITIVE Emotions
Does the painting generate an emotion? If yes, what kind of emotion, please elaborate? 



POSITIVE Emotions
Which elements help generate this emotion? Please elaborate your choice of response.

soft, organic, smooth, free-flowing, 
unidirectional,structured, delicate, 
bending

Cool, serene,soothing, light, glow, 
vibrancy, colourful, harmonious, pos-
itive, vivid, festive, prosperous

COLOURS

STROKES



Colour Pallete of 21 colours for 
‘Shant’ 



Colour Pallete of 21 colours for 
‘Hasya’ 



Learning
by Doing

APPLICATION





Visual-Acoustic
interaction

APPLICATION

acoustic space, where both the senses together can be stimulated

**

**

to enable the user to play with 
colour and sound in real time









Leap Motion is a computer hardware 

sensor device that supports hand and 
finger movements as input without 

any contact or touch. Leap Motion allows 

the user to move in X, Y and Z axis and 

can detect the entire hand skeleton. 



Visual-Acoustic
interaction

DESIGNING A 



रंग राग&rang
raga

swarascolours  
(x and y axis)

lightness  
(darker, main, lighter)

three saptak  
(low, mid, upper)

movement 
in z and y axis

modulation
opacity intensity of sound

strokes  
in x and yaxis

pitchsize 
of the brush

shape 
of the brush

fluidity 

timbre 



Visualizing Timbre



Visualizing Timbre





Choosing a Mood



User Interface Grid





Defined  
Gestures



future
Scope

Sight of Sound, as a project, is currently at a very nascent stage, where it is trying to define its 
basic ground. Thus, the stated scope of the project may not be a direct application anytime 
soon but with due amount of work and in due course of time it could work in these afore 
mentioned directions. 

**

**



Defining a New Language 
Performance and Storytelling
Visual Music Healing 
Helping the Impaired 

Sight of Sound, as a project, is currently at a very nascent stage, where it is trying to define its 
basic ground. Thus, the stated scope of the project may not be a direct application anytime 
soon but with due amount of work and in due course of time it could work in these afore 
mentioned directions. 

**

future
Scope

**
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LEarnings


